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In the world of IT security, standing still is not an option. If you are not moving ahead, you are falling
behind. Especially in today’s environment – just about every day we learn of corporate and institutional
ComplyTec
IT systems being victimized by detrimental cyber breaches. Data loss and theft, long-term service

disruptions and ransomware demands, are the fallout of such IT security lapses. Financially draining,
these setbacks also erode customer and public trust.
For more than two decades ComplyTec has been on the front lines working with its clients to mitigate cyber-attacks.

ComplyTec
Our company is committed to providing the most advanced technology and product platforms to ensure the best
business-driven security and risk management solutions.
Servicing critical sectors such as banking, government, healthcare, retail and utilities, ComplyTec also strives to
ensure business and security leaders understand how security breach incidents can have a devastating impact,
in terms of business continuity, intellectual property, data exfiltration and reputational damage.

ComplyTec provides software solutions and consulting services to assist organizations quantify business and IT risk.
In providing identity management solutions and advanced threat detection and response solutions, we recognize
all breaches cannot be prevented all the time, so detection is crucial so that we can respond to them, isolate them,
mitigate the damage and recover from them, preferably automatically and with minimal damage or no damage at all.
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ComplyTec specializes in the following IT Security
and risk management domains:

Security Operation Center (SOC) Solutions
End Point Detection & Response
Our solutions monitor all processes, executables and behaviors across all of your endpoints
(servers, desktops, laptops), on and off your network, automatically detecting malicious activity and
presenting it in an intuitive way while providing end-to-end context of an attack campaign.

Advanced Threat Detection & Response
We offer a complete set of products and services designed to help you identify and respond to
even the most sophisticated cyber-attacks before they disrupt your business. Our technologies
reduce the amount of time it takes to spot, investigate and remediate cyber threats through a single
monitoring platform to gain the visibility organizations need, combining logs (both from cloud
environments and on premise), network (both packets and NetFlow), and endpoint visibility.
This makes it easier to view the total environment, providing a much greater chance of detecting
attacks. Since all these capabilities are in a single tool, there is also less deployment risk due to
incompatibility and cross-product integration.

Security Operations Manager
As companies increasingly deploy security operations centers, they face a myriad of challenges
managing these functions. We can improve the efficiency, effectiveness and cyber incident
response capability by centralizing alerts from different security monitoring systems, prioritizing
security investigations and automating incident management workflows.
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Governance Risk and Compliance Solutions – Risk Management
Companies are facing increasing pressure to improve their governance, risk and compliance (GRC)
practices. Volumes of regulations and stakeholder demands for transparency, accountability,
enterprise risk management, and optimized performance are now the norm. A reactionary response
isn’t enough.
Success depends on proactively balancing risk and opportunity across business process areas to
respond more rapidly to constant change in the business environment.

Industry Knowledge
Our consultants bring strong domain knowledge across a variety of GRC fields: Regulatory
Compliance, Risk Management, Finance, Business Process and Security. Our team can quickly
understand your challenges and offer insights into what other market leaders have done to enhance
their GRC programs.

Personalized Service
No two organizations are alike, and no two GRC deployments are identical. We are committed to
thoroughly understanding your unique circumstances and then developing the best path forward
for your organization.

Experience
Our consultants have successfully deployed GRC solutions across a wide variety of organizations,
from the Fortune 100, to government agencies, to small local institutions. A partnership with
ComplyTec connects you to a strong existing body of knowledge around best practices and
configurations.

Identity Assurance
Today, identity (stolen or weak passwords) is the most consequential attack vector accounting for
81% of hacking-related breaches*. With more and more businesses adopting mobile and cloud
based solutions, the loss of the perimeter has led to a corresponding increase in the attack surface.
Our expertise delivers secure and frictionless access for any user, from anywhere and to anything,
all while balancing security with convenience. Much more than just multi-factor authentication,
identity can be aligned to the context or risk of the situation in real time, interrupting the user for
an authentication method only when necessary.
ComplyTec is proud to support more than 150,000 users with secure authentication methods and
enable roughly 96 million safe authentications per year to our loyal customer base.
* 2017 Verizon Data Breach Investigation Report

Microsoft Enterprise Mobile + Security
In addition to our expertise with specialized Security Operations, Risk Management and Identity
Management solutions, ComplyTec is experienced with Microsoft Enterprise Mobility + Security
(EMS), a core component of their Office 365 and Azure offerings. Microsoft EMS provides an
identity-driven security solution and offers a holistic approach to the security challenges in this
mobile-first, cloud-first era.
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